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how long do footprints last on the moon space - the first footprints put on the moon will probably be there a long long
time maybe almost as long as the moon itself lasts unlike on earth there is no erosion by wind or water on the moon, 2 the
creation of the heavens and the earth genesis 1 1 - introduction i want to be especially careful as we approach this first
chapter of the book of genesis this past week i read an account of a man who attempted to quote scripture from our
passage as a proof text for smoking pot, kepler s three laws of planetary motion nasa - planets move around the sun in
ellipses with the sun at one focus the line connecting the sun to a planet sweeps equal areas in equal times the square of
the orbital period of a planet is proportional to the cube 3rd power of the mean distance from the sun also stated as of the
semi major axis of the orbital ellipse half the sum of smallest and greatest distances from the sun, matthew 24 29
immediately after the tribulation of those - 29 immediately after the tribulation of those days from this point onwards the
prophecy takes a wider range and passes beyond the narrow limits of the destruction of jerusalem to the final coming of the
son of man and the one is represented as following immediately on the other
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